MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY WORKFORCE CHALLENGES

Industry Growth

Many manufacturers are currently seeing strong orders and widening margins. But can they attract and train the workers needed to meet demand?

Of skilled manufacturing workers, nearly 2.7 million valued employees, will retire in the next decade.¹

Extra hours are worked annually by manufacturing employees in the U.S. to make up for staff shortages.

New jobs were added by factories in the U.S. in October 2017.²
Expertus delivers modern, cloud LMS technology for the future of learning. ExpertusONE is a commercial-grade LMS with the flexibility and innovative design to handle the evolving learning needs of large, global enterprises within the manufacturing industry.

The platform provides one learning system for employees, customers, partners or distributed workforces, integrates with other HR systems and supports advanced mobile, social and Salesforce connections.

**Did you like this infographic? Then you might also be interested in our LMS Buyer’s Kit. Download Now**
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